
 

 

FPGA Implementation of RF Based Wearable device of Body Channel 

Communication (BCC) with Differential Manchester Encoding and Decoding 

using D-QPSK 

Abstract: 

 In recent years of innovative technology grow as application products in medical domain 

to support human problems to identification, rectification and alert a persons, as per this 

domain a wearable device will taken more priority to identify the human problems such as 

heart attacks, fewer, seizure prediction, wheezing, etc. In this application to characteristics a 

human body channel communication (BCC), to transmit and receive the data in long distance of 

communication, to alert the related persons and doctors regarding to monitor the patient at 

time by time of communication. In the exiting wearable devices will using a human body skins 

as transmission and reception medium, its affect the human freedoms, and create more jitter 

noise, the transmission and reception medium of body channel communication will not having 

fastest speed and does not transmit the data in high accuracy, to overcome these problems the 

proposed method will designed in Wearable device of Body Channel Communication with 

technique of DQPSK modulation. As per this application this paper proposed a novel design of 

Wearable device using Body channel communication to take the parameters of ECG, EMG, 

Temperature and Pressure, this parameter will transfer through DQPSK Modulation with 

encoding and decoding technique.In the Wireless network based communication of 

interconnection methodology will support high bandwidth and long range of communication, as 

per this Differential Quadrature phase shift keying (DQPSK) will provide the same data as 

throughput and less bandwidth which is compare to other modulation scheme such as BPSK, 

BFSK, QPSK. This Wearable device module will need a Encryption and Decryption technique to 

send the data securely, as per the digital data signal transmission line, a process of encoding 

and decoding is chosen in this proposed work to avoid signal overlap, signal distortion with 

signal interference, so proposed work will have implemented with line coding method. In the 

line coding method will support more number of bits transmission and reception in less 

bandwidth, more power efficiency and it will also support probability of error reduction. Here, 

we have compared the encoding technique in such as, NRIZ, RZ UNI-Polar, RZ BI-Polar and 

Differential Manchester method in wireless communication of DQPSK Modulation with 4, 8, 16 

Quadrant usingWearable device of Body Channel Communication.A Decoding Method of ECG 

and EMG will predicting Arrhythmia attacks and record intervals trough UART Interface using 

four steps such as ECG-EMG Filtering, PQRST Delineation with help of PAT Algorithm, Feature 

Extraction and Classification. Finally the proposed work will design in VHDL language and 

synthesized using MAX10 Altera Quartus FPGA, with BER Testing and also shown the output 

comparison ofarea, delay and power.  



 

 

Index Terms - NRIZ (Non return to zero inverted), RZ(Return zero), DQPSK(Differential 

Quadrature phase shift keying), ECG(Electrocardiogram), EMG(Electromyogram). 

Introduction: 

In recent years of today technology will developed in wide array of novel applications in lot of 

fields such as telecommunication, transports, internet, weapons and so on. The field of medical 

system is no exception to this and has benefitted immensely. Compare to past decade, rapid 

advancement in the development of low-power design, area efficient and high level of signal 

processing based methodology have resulted in feasible design for various wearable and 

implantable medical systems. Now a day's wearable health monitoring system is important to 

delivered early warning of an impending health conditions to doctors such as patient 

monitoring. The Wearable health monitoring systems will developed to monitor and predicting 

attacks from patient such as ECG, EMG, Blood pressure, Temperature and so on. So the system 

will monitor various internal as well as external parameter related to human health. Apart from 

this wearable health monitoring system of Body channel communication, it is well know that 

heart attacks, fewer, seizure prediction, wheezing and so on. This is especially the patient, 

when they are unable to express themselves clearly and tend to become sick easily. Even such 

as high rates of fewer, heart attacks might signify the initial stages of the contraction of an 

infection and hence must be brought to the notice of the doctors as well as related persons. In 

the absence of timely detection of such events and proper treatment, a patient health can 

deteriorate significantly. 

 In this Patient monitoring based wearable device of Body channel communication, will 

need to transmitted signal to wireless channel communication, such as RF, WI-FI, Bluetooth, 

and so on. In the RF based communication will have a long range communication with support 

of encoding and decoding of secure data transmission and with BER Support. In the Wireless 

network based communication of interconnection methodology will support high bandwidth 

and long range of communication, as per this Differential Quadrature phase shift keying 

(DQPSK) will provide the same data as throughput and less bandwidth which is compare to 

other modulation scheme such as BPSK, BFSK. In Differential Quadrature phase shift keying of 

property will helps to reduce the complexity and eliminating circuits in demodulation such as 

carrier recovery loop and also save the power in demodulation with this modulation scheme 

will efficient in data throughput, bit error rate, power, bandwidth will same. In the efficient of 

Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) will support the double data throughput with compare to 

other modulation technique such as BFSK, BPSK, FSK. The QPSK modulation will transmit and 

receive the signals differentially and also eliminating carry recovery loop design, which is 

maintain the same carrier frequency in modulation, its required only 2.3 dB with higher level of 

SNR with same in BER.  



 

 

Block diagram of DQPSK Modulator: 
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Figure 1 : Block Diagram of DQPSK Modulator 

 As shown in Fig.1, of DQPSK Modulation, here the input will provided as a Binary 

information, and its converted into 2Bit serial to parallel form, then the 2Bit form will provided 

to voltage control oscillator scheme of COS and SIN signal generator with Encode TX pulse, and 

its multiplied to carrier frequency then the signal to be added before transmission output. The 

DQPSK modulation is determined a format of phase changes from previous signal. In the 

Differential Quadrature modulation will have four possible states such a0,𝜋, +
𝜋

2
,−

𝜋

2
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this each states which is represents two information bits, it splitting of binary patterns as same 
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Figure 2: DQPSK Constellation diagram 

In the Modulation of wireless communication technology will used to transfer the data by 

changing the frequency, amplitude and phase of the carrier signals, with this digital data of 

modulation scheme it will need to map the corresponding signals for example in the binary 

modulation '0' and '1' will be map to the time(t) of waveforms. In modulation each input data 

will form a group of bits to the form of M=2b which is corresponding to M-ary modulation for 

M>2. The Quadrature Phase shift keying is also one of the modulation technique of M-ary 

modulation M=4, with this M will denoted as symbol of four distinct waveforms of different 

phase. The QPSK Modulation will achieve the same bandwidth, data throughput, bit error rate, 

power efficiency with compare to the Binary Phase shift keying(BPSK). Four symbols of M=4 is 

located 0,
𝜋

4
,
𝜋

2
,

3𝜋

4
, with equal spacing.  
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Figure 3: Different Quadrant of Phase shift keying 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Block diagram of DQPSK Demodulator: 
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Figure 4: Block diagram of DQPSK Demodulator 

As shown in Fig.4, the input signal of modulation will receivedto BPF(Band Pass Filter), it will 

reduce the noise in upper and lower range of input signal, and the signal will pass through 

carrier recover circuit, such as the numerical control oscillator will take to correct the error 

signal and generate the high frequency noise using COS and SIN multiplier, after multiplier the 

output signal will given to low pass filter(LPF), and we get the noise reduction output, it will 

given as a input of decision circuit, the decision circuit will find the range of frequency changes 

as per the modulation and generate the differential signal, those differential output will 

multiplexed and taken as a output in recovered signal.  

 

Figure 5: Modulated signal of Differential QPSK 

 



 

 

Wearable device of Body Channel Communication Modulation: 

In this method of Body Channel Communication, the data to be transfer through digital 

modulation and demodulation technique, In Fig.6 present a digital modulation which is present 

D-QPSK modulation with line encoding technique, as per this modulation of real time 

implementation, the design will need some interface to integrate with input (sensors) and 

output (RF Transmitter) devices. Here, the input sensors will taken ECG, EMG, Temperature and 

Pressure, these ECG and EMG Sensors will provide a analog signals, so here ADC is required to 

convert this sensors analog inputs to digital format, and output of ECG, EMG digital data will 

provided to line encoding (NRIZ, RZ UNI-Polar, RZ BI-Polar and Differential Manchester) and also 

pass the encoded message signal to DQPSK Modulation. In the D-QPSK Modulation will also 

receive the data of Temperature and Pressure through GPIO, and provided to RF Transmitter. In 

Parallel the D-QPSK Modulation data will converted to analog format using DAC Interface with 

regards to test the modulation signals.   
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Wearable device of Body Channel Communication Demodulation: 

In this method of Body Channel Communication, the data need to receive through digital 

demodulation technique. In Fig.7 will present a Body Channel Communication of Digital 

Demodulation with is present D-QPSK demodulation with line decoding technique, as per this 

demodulation of real time implementation, design will need some interface to integrate with 

input (sensors) and output (RF Transmitter) devices. Here, the output will taken ECG, EMG, 

Temperature and Pressure. Initially RF Receiver will receive the input modulation data, and 

provided it to D-QPSK Modulator, these D-QPSK will split the data and provided to ECG, EMG 

output to line decoding, and Temperature and Pressure output to GPIO. In the line decoding 

will find the method of encoded data such as NRIZ, RZ UNI-Polar, RZ BI-Polar, Differential 

Figure 6: Wearable device of Body Channel Communication Modulation 



 

 

Manchester, and decoded with vice versa. The decoding data of ECG and EMG will recorded 

and analysis the attacks with help of four technique such as ECG, EMG filtering, PQRST 

Delineation with help of PAT Algorithm, Feature Extraction and Classification and the decoding 

data will provided to DAC Interface to convert those signal which is Digital to Analog format, 

and in parallel recoding the data intervals through UART Interface, the data to be tested and 

also checked the BER losses, Packet losses, Jitter noises, etc.  
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ECG Preprocessing Stage: 

1) A method of Filtering will reduced the signal noise, these ECG, EMG signal will have low 

frequency and high frequency noise, so its required band pass filtering to reduced upper 

and lower part of signal noise in raw format of ECG and EMG, this raw signal of ECG and 

EMG signal will have first step inwhich the filter isolates the predominant QRS energy 

which characteristic of the P and T waves. 

 

2) QRS Complex detection will have a PAT algorithm which is to find R Peak, Q Peak, S 

Peak, T Peak form the every rising signal of ECG and EMG which is based upon highest 

and lowest amplitude of the input signal, based upon R Peak to R Peak interval 

calculation, the other peak will be calculated within a range of threshold level. 

 

3) Feature Extraction will have the value of QRS Complex output which means, output of R-

Peak, Q-Peak, S-Peak, T-Peak, here the intervals to be calculated such as PQ, PR, PS, PT, 

QR, QS, QT, RS, RT, RR, PQ, QP, RT, TR, PS, SP. 

 

 

Figure 7 : Wearable device of Body Channel Communication Demodulation 



 

 

 

Figure 8:  ECG feature extraction from two consecutive heartbeats 
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Figure 9: Flowchart of PAT peak detection technique 



 

 

 

Research Objective: 

 Since a recent technology grows as application products in medical domain to support 

human problems to identification, rectification and alert a persons, as per this domain a 

wearable device will taken more priority to identify the human problem such as heart attacks, 

fewer, seizure prediction, wheezing, etc. In this application to characteristics a human body 

channel communication (BCC), to transmit and receive the data in long distance of 

communication, to alert the related persons and doctors regarding to monitor the patient at 

time by time of communication and predicting heart attacks using PAT algorithm. As per this 

application this paper proposed a novel design of Wearable device using Body channel 

communication to take the parameters of ECG, EMG, Temperature and Pressure, this 

parameter will transfer 4, 8, 16 Quadrant through DQPSK Modulation with encoding and 

decoding technique of line coding. These line coding method with DQPSK Modulation and 

Demodulation will configure as four modules such as, 

 RF Based Wearable device of Body Channel Communication with RZ Bipolar Encoding 

and Decoding using D-QPSK. 

 RF Based Wearable device of Body Channel Communication with RZ Uni-polar Encoding 

and Decoding using D-QPSK. 

 RF Based Wearable device of Body Channel Communication with NRIZ Encoding and 

Decoding  using D-QPSK.  

 RF Based Wearable device of Body Channel Communication with Differential 

Manchester Encoding and Decoding using D-QPSK. 

 

Using the four modules of Body Channel communication to find the heart attacks in long 

distance of communication with help of ECG and EMG, with these implementation of line 

coding and DQPSK Modulation, to find the solution which is the module to be more efficient in 

area, power, delay, BER, jitter noise, SNR level, Packet loss, etc. This proposed work will be 

designed to find the heart attacks in long range Radio frequency based communication of 

uplink and downlink method, the range of uplink and downlink will take 902MHz to 906MHz, 

and output power 23dBm, sensitivity -12dBm, and data rate will be used 600bit/s with DBPSK 

modulation for uplink and GFSK modulation for downlink, and also update the parameters to be 

cloud in time by time of parameter, this will helpful to survey the patient history and problem 

at anywhere and anytime, finally this proposed work will design in VHDL Language and it 

synthesized using MAX10 Altera Quartus FPGA, with BER Testing and also shown the output 

comparison of area, delay and power. 



 

 

Research Methodology: 

Module 1: FPGA Implementation of RF Based Wearable device of Body Channel 

Communication (BCC) with RZ Bipolar Encoding and Decoding using D-QPSK 

 In recent years of innovative technology grow as application products in medical domain 

to support human problems to identification, rectification and alert a persons, as per the 

domain of wearable device will take more priority to identify the human problems such as heart 

attacks, fewer, seizure prediction, wheezing, etc. In this application to characteristics a human 

body channel communication (BCC), to transmit and receive the data in long distance of 

communication, to alert the related persons and doctors regarding to monitor the patient at 

time by time of communication. In the existing wearable device will using a human body skinks 

as a transmission and reception medium, its affects the human freedoms, and create more 

jitter noise, the transmission and reception medium of body channel communication will not 

having fastest speed and does not transmit the data in high accuracy, to overcome these 

problems the proposed method will designed in Wearable device of Body Channel 

communication with technique of DQPSK modulation. As per this application this paper will 

present a novel design of wearable device using body channel communication to take the 

parameters of ECG, EMG, Temperature and pressure, this parameter will transfer through 4, 8, 

16-DQPSK modulation with encoding and decoding technique. A Decoding Method of ECG and 

EMG will predicting Arrhythmia attacks and record intervals trough UART Interface using four 

steps such as ECG-EMG Filtering, PQRST Delineation with help of PAT Algorithm, Feature 

Extraction and Classification. The wearable device module will need a encoding and decoding 

technique to send the data securely, as per the digital data signal transmission line, a process of 

encoding and decoding is chosen is this proposed work to avoid signal overlap, signal distortion 

with signal interference, so proposed work will have implemented with line coding method. In 

the line coding method will implement using RZ-BI Polar method to support more number of 

bits transmission and reception in less bandwidth, more power efficiency and it will also 

support probability of error reduction.    

RZ Bipolar Encoding and Decoding: 

The encoding and decoding technique of line coding which have types of methods, in this 

method here described a method of  RZ-Bipolar. 
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Figure 10: Waveform diagram of RZ-Bipolar 

In Fig.8, of RZ-Bipolar waveform will have three inputs and one outputs such as clock, Data and 

Bipolar outputs (NRZ, RZ), this technique will applied for three voltages namely +,- and 0. In this 

diagram the voltage level will transition from + to -, from - to +, from + to 0, from - to 0, based 

upon this the two method of NRZ (Non Return Zero) and RZ (Return Zero) output will plotted. 

Non Return Zero method: 

  In the method of Non Return Zero the encoding output will plotted as per the rising edge of 

the clock signal its changes based upon flip flop method, the input data to be '1' in first clock 

cycle, the output of Bipolar-NRZ will give '1' and its after change only on second rising edge, in 

this second rising edge it will read the input data '0' and the output stabled in '0', third rising 

edge the data on '1' the output will goes to '0', regarding this every changes, the output will 

change '0' to '-1', '-1' to '0', '0' to '1' and '1' to '0', as per this the truth table will shown below in 

Table.1.  

 



 

 

Table 1: Truth table of Bipolar NRZ 

Clock Data Bipolar NRZ 

1st Rising Edge 1 1 

2nd Rising Edge 0 0 

3rd Rising Edge 1 -1 

4th Rising Edge 0 0 

5th Rising Edge 0 0 

6th Rising Edge 1 1 

7th Rising Edge 1 -1 

8th Rising Edge 1 1 

9th Rising Edge 0 0 

 

Return Zero method: 

  In the method of Return Zero the encoding output will plotted as per the rising level of the 

clock signal its changes based upon latches method, the input data to be '1' in first clock cycle, 

the output of Bipolar-RZ will give '1' and its after change only on falling level, in this second 

rising level it will read the input data '0' and the output stabled in '0', third rising level the data 

on '1' the output will goes to '0', regarding this every changes, the output will change '0' to '-1', 

'-1' to '0', '0' to '1' and '1' to '0', as per this the truth table will shown below.  

Table 2: Truth table of Bipolar-RZ 

Clock Data Bipolar NRZ 

1st Rising level 1 1 

1st Falling level 1 0 

2nd Rising level 0 0 

2nd Falling level 0 0 

3rd Rising level 1 -1 

3rd Falling level 1 0 

4th Rising level 0 0 

4th Falling level 0 0 

5th Rising level 0 0 

5th Falling level 0 0 

6th Rising level 1 1 

6th Falling level 1 0 

7th Rising level 1 -1 

7th Falling level 1 0 

8th Rising level 1 1 

8th Falling level 1 0 

9th Rising level 0 0 

9th Falling level 0 0 



 

 

In the proposed architecture of RZ Encoding and Decoding method will used for Wearable 

device of body channel communication, regarding this method will support level triggering 

based encoded the data, it will have more security to jamming and anti-jamming the signals, 

within the value changes of '0' to '-1', '-1' to '0', '0' to '1' and '1' to '0'. In the decode method we 

need a one more clock to decode this signals, using x2 clock to read the data and It will stored 

into a memory model then we can process a decoding method.  
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Advantages. 

 It's is simple 

 No low-frequency component are present. 

 Occupies low bandwidth than Uni-polar and polar NRZ schemes. 

 A single error detection capability is present in this. 

Figure 11: Encoding architecture of Bipolar NRZ/RZ 

Figure 12: Decoding architecture of Bipolar NRZ/RZ 



 

 

Disadvantages: 

 No clock is present and long string of data causes of synchronization.  

 

Module 2: FPGA Implementation of RF Based Wearable device of Body Channel 

Communication (BCC) with RZ Uni-polar Encoding and Decoding using D-QPSK  

In recent years of innovative technology grow as application products in medical domain to 

support human problems to identification, rectification and alert a persons, as per the domain 

of wearable device will take more priority to identify the human problems such as heart 

attacks, fewer, seizure prediction, wheezing, etc. In this application to characteristics a human 

body channel communication (BCC), to transmit and receive the data in long distance of 

communication, to alert the related persons and doctors regarding to monitor the patient at 

time by time of communication. In the existing wearable device will using a human body skinks 

as a transmission and reception medium, its affects the human freedoms, and create more 

jitter noise, the transmission and reception medium of body channel communication will not 

having fastest speed and does not transmit the data in high accuracy, to overcome these 

problems the proposed method will designed in Wearable device of Body Channel 

communication with technique of DQPSK modulation. As per this application this paper will 

present a novel design of wearable device using body channel communication to take the 

parameters of ECG, EMG, Temperature and pressure, this parameter will transfer through 4, 8, 

16-DQPSK modulation with encoding and decoding technique. A Decoding Method of ECG and 

EMG will predicting Arrhythmia attacks and record intervals trough UART Interface using four 

steps such as ECG-EMG Filtering, PQRST Delineation with help of PAT Algorithm, Feature 

Extraction and Classification. The wearable device module will need a encoding and decoding 

technique to send the data securely, as per the digital data signal transmission line, a process of 

encoding and decoding is chosen is this proposed work to avoid signal overlap, signal distortion 

with signal interference, so proposed work will have implemented with line coding method. In 

the line coding method will implement using RZ-UNI Polar method to support more number of 

bits transmission and reception in less bandwidth, more power efficiency and it will also 

support probability of error reduction.    

RZ Uni-polar Encoding and Decoding 

The encoding and decoding technique of line coding which have types of methods, in this 

method here described a method of  RZ-Uni-polar. In this method will provide the output data 

in level triggering based clock such as its using latches, based upon the clock changes rising to 



 

 

falling and falling to rising, the output data will changes in the voltage level of '1' to '0', '0' to '-

1', '-1' to '0', '0' to '1'.  
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Figure 13: Waveform diagram of RZ-Uni polar 

 

Table 3: Truth table of RZ-Uni polar 

Clock Data Bipolar NRZ 

1st Rising level 1 1 

1st Falling level 1 0 

2nd Rising level 0 -1 

2nd Falling level 0 0 

3rd Rising level 1 1 

3rd Falling level 1 0 

4th Rising level 0 -1 

4th Falling level 0 0 

5th Rising level 0 -1 

5th Falling level 0 0 



 

 

6th Rising level 1 1 

6th Falling level 1 0 

7th Rising level 1 1 

7th Falling level 1 0 

8th Rising level 1 1 

8th Falling level 1 0 

9th Rising level 0 -1 

9th Falling level 0 0 

 

In this Fig.11 waveform will have two inputs and one encoding outputs, as per the truth table of 

Table.3, the data will changes in level based such as Rising and falling edge of clock cycles, it will 

have more security to jamming and anti-jamming the signals, within the value changes of '0' to 

'-1', '-1' to '0', '0' to '1' and '1' to '0'. In the decode method we need a one more clock to decode 

this signals, using x2 clock to read the data and It will stored into a memory model then we can 

process a decoding method.  
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Figure 14 : Encoding architecture of RZ-Uni polar 

Figure 15: Decoding architecture of RZ-Uni polar 



 

 

Advantages: 

 It's is simple 

 No low frequency components are presents. 

 

Disadvantages: 

 No error correction 

 No clock is present 

 Occupies twice the bandwidth of Uni Polar NRZ 

 The signal droop is caused at places where the signal is non-zero at 0Hz.  

 

Module 3: FPGA Implementation of RF Based Wearable device of Body Channel 

Communication (BCC) with NRIZ Encoding and Decoding using D-QPSK 

In recent years of innovative technology grow as application products in medical domain to 

support human problems to identification, rectification and alert a persons, as per the domain 

of wearable device will take more priority to identify the human problems such as heart 

attacks, fewer, seizure prediction, wheezing, etc. In this application to characteristics a human 

body channel communication (BCC), to transmit and receive the data in long distance of 

communication, to alert the related persons and doctors regarding to monitor the patient at 

time by time of communication. In the existing wearable device will using a human body skinks 

as a transmission and reception medium, its affects the human freedoms, and create more 

jitter noise, the transmission and reception medium of body channel communication will not 

having fastest speed and does not transmit the data in high accuracy, to overcome these 

problems the proposed method will designed in Wearable device of Body Channel 

communication with technique of DQPSK modulation. As per this application this paper will 

present a novel design of wearable device using body channel communication to take the 

parameters of ECG, EMG, Temperature and pressure, this parameter will transfer through 4, 8, 

16-DQPSK modulation with encoding and decoding technique. A Decoding Method of ECG and 

EMG will predicting Arrhythmia attacks and record intervals trough UART Interface using four 

steps such as ECG-EMG Filtering, PQRST Delineation with help of PAT Algorithm, Feature 

Extraction and Classification. The wearable device module will need a encoding and decoding 

technique to send the data securely, as per the digital data signal transmission line, a process of 

encoding and decoding is chosen is this proposed work to avoid signal overlap, signal distortion 

with signal interference, so proposed work will have implemented with line coding method. In 

the line coding method will implement using NRIZ Polar method to support more number of 



 

 

bits transmission and reception in less bandwidth, more power efficiency and it will also 

support probability of error reduction.    

NRIZ Encoding and Decoding: 

The encoding and decoding technique of line coding which have types of methods, in this 

method here described a method of  NRIZ. This NRIZ will have two polar methods such as 

Unipolar NRIZ and Bipolar NRIZ. In the method of Non Return Inversion Zero the encoding 

output will plotted as per the rising edge of the clock signal its changes based upon flip flop 

method, the input data to be '1' in first clock cycle, the output of Bipolar-NRZ will give '1' and its 

after change only on second rising edge, in this second rising edge it will read the input data '0' 

and the output stabled in '0', third rising edge the data on '1' the output will goes to '0', 

regarding this every changes, the output will change '0' to '-1', '-1' to '0', '0' to '1' and '1' to '0', 

as per this the truth table will shown below in Table.4.  

Table 4: Truth Table of NRIZ 

Clock Data Bipolar NRIZ 

1st Rising Edge 1 -1 

2nd Rising Edge 0 0 

3rd Rising Edge 1 1 

4th Rising Edge 0 0 

5th Rising Edge 0 0 

6th Rising Edge 1 -1 

7th Rising Edge 1 1 

8th Rising Edge 1 -1 

9th Rising Edge 0 0 
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Advantages: 

 It's is simple 

 No low-frequency component are present. 

 Occupies low bandwidth than Uni-polar and polar NRIZ schemes. 

 A single error detection capability is present in this. 

Disadvantages: 

 No clock is present and long string of data causes of synchronization.  

 

 

 

Figure 16: Encoding architecture of NRIZ 

Figure 17: Decoding architecture of NRIZ 



 

 

 

Module 4: FPGA Implementation of RF Based Wearable device of Body Channel 

Communication (BCC) with Differential Manchester Encoding and Decoding using D-QPSK 

In recent years of innovative technology grow as application products in medical domain to 

support human problems to identification, rectification and alert a persons, as per the domain 

of wearable device will take more priority to identify the human problems such as heart 

attacks, fewer, seizure prediction, wheezing, etc. In this application to characteristics a human 

body channel communication (BCC), to transmit and receive the data in long distance of 

communication, to alert the related persons and doctors regarding to monitor the patient at 

time by time of communication. In the existing wearable device will using a human body skinks 

as a transmission and reception medium, its affects the human freedoms, and create more 

jitter noise, the transmission and reception medium of body channel communication will not 

having fastest speed and does not transmit the data in high accuracy, to overcome these 

problems the proposed method will designed in Wearable device of Body Channel 

communication with technique of DQPSK modulation. As per this application this paper will 

present a novel design of wearable device using body channel communication to take the 

parameters of ECG, EMG, Temperature and pressure, this parameter will transfer through 4, 8, 

16-DQPSK modulation with encoding and decoding technique. A Decoding Method of ECG and 

EMG will predicting Arrhythmia attacks and record intervals trough UART Interface using four 

steps such as ECG-EMG Filtering, PQRST Delineation with help of PAT Algorithm, Feature 

Extraction and Classification. The wearable device module will need a encoding and decoding 

technique to send the data securely, as per the digital data signal transmission line, a process of 

encoding and decoding is chosen is this proposed work to avoid signal overlap, signal distortion 

with signal interference, so proposed work will have implemented with line coding method. In 

the line coding method will implement using Differential Manchester Polar method to support 

more number of bits transmission and reception in less bandwidth, more power efficiency and 

it will also support probability of error reduction.    

 

Differential Manchester Encoding and Decoding: 

The encoding and decoding technique of line coding which have types of methods, in this 

method here described a method of  Differential Manchester Encoding and Decoding methods.  

In the method of Differential Manchester encoding output will plotted as per the rising edge of 

the clock signal its changes based upon flip flop method. In the Manchester method '0' will 

transition at '1' to '0' in the middle of clock period, '1' will transition at '0' to '1' in the middle of 



 

 

clock period. In the Differential Manchester method '0' will transition at beginning of the clock 

period, '1' will have no transition.  
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Figure 18: Encoding architecture of Differential Manchester 
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Advantages: 

 Data will transmitted through setup time and hold time based clock.  

 Occupies low band width and High security in Encoding methods 

 High accuracy in Error correction with BER.  

Disadvantages: 

 In will not having negative and positive based transition -1, 0, 1.  

 

Problem Statement: 

Since a recent technology grows as application products in medical domain to support human 

problems to identification, rectification and alert a persons, as per this domain a wearable 

device will taken more priority to identify the human problem such as heart attacks, fewer, 

seizure prediction, wheezing, etc. In this application to characteristics a human body channel 

communication (BCC), to transmit and receive the data in long distance of communication, to 

alert the related persons and doctors regarding to monitor the patient at time by time of 

communication. In the Human body Channel communication of wearable device will transmit 

the signal using human body skin based communication, such as to analysis the skin parameters 

and sensor to be fixed in skin, it will affect the human freedoms, and also irritating the human 

beings, at the time of monitoring the child, these device is not suitable for proper Wearable 

devices. Using skin based communication it will create a more jitter noise, more BER, and it will 

not having fastest speed and does not transmit the data in high accuracy.   

 In the exiting wearable devices will using a human body skin as a transmission and 

reception medium, its affect the humans freedoms, and create more jitter noise. 

Figure 19: Decoding architecture of Differential Manchester 



 

 

 The transmission and reception medium of body channel communication, will not 

having fastest speed and does not transmit the data in high accuracy. 

 Creating more Jitter noises and BER in signal transmission, and decoding the signals.  

 The device is not having frequency locking system, during synchronization the 

parameter to identifying every frames in ECG, EMG signals, it will done with packet vise 

transmitter and receiver. 

 The device will not predicting the heart attacks and alert the related persons.  

 Not yet added the additional parameter of Temperature and pressure. 

 This device having a design only of Body channel communication to transmission and 

reception, not yet designed fastest and secure modulation and demodulation technique. 

 Only testing for jitter error and BER, not yet testing Packet losses. 

 The device will take complicated architecture but it will take more Area and more power 

consumption. 

 The device data rate will fixed at 8-bit of data transmission, not having parallel, and 

more bit size, to reduced the transmission and reception time period. 

 The device will produced the electromagnetic field when the transmission time, it will 

produce more in crowd area, so it will take more jitter noise, signal interference and 

BER. 

Problem Outcomes: 

 In the proposed system of Wearable device will using a RF based transmission and 

reception, it will transmitted the data without affecting human beings, and it will 

reduced the more jitter noise.  

 These RF based transmission and reception medium of body channel communication, 

will work on more fast compared to skin based body channel communication method, 

the range of uplink and downlink will take 902MHz to 906MHz. 

 In the Proposed model will added a BER Model and also tested and corrected the signal 

with packet losses.  

 In the RF based wearable device will using the digital communication method of D-QPSK 

modulation and demodulation method, with frequency locking system, it will support 

during synchronization the parameter to identifying every frames in ECG, EMG signals. 

 In the Decoding method to predicting heart attacks using ECG and EMG Signals with 

help of four modules such as ECG-EMG Filtering, PQRST Delineation using PAT 

Algorithm, Finding intervals with Feature extraction and Classifications. 

 In a Method of Finding intervals in decoding part with Forward and backward method 

such as PQ, PR, PS, PT, QR, QS, QT, RS, RT. 



 

 

 These proposed device will also support the additional parameters such as temperature 

and pressure.  

 This proposed module will have a secure communication method of line coding will 

added to encrypted and decrypted the data parameters.  

 The line coding will support four types of modules such as NRZ, NRZI, RZ-UNI polar, RZ-

BI polar, Differential Manchester.  

 The device will take simple architecture but it will take more Area and more power 

consumption. 

 The device data rate will variable bit size, to reduced the transmission and reception 

time period. 

 The device will produced the RF based communication, when the transmission time, it 

will more efficient transmission in crowd area, and it will take less jitter noise, signal 

interference and BER. 

Literature Survey: 

 Nourhan Bayasi, Temesghen Tekeste, Hani Saleh, Baker Mohammad, Ahsan Khondoker, 

Mohammed Ismail, 2015 IEEE, discussed about this low power ECG based Processor for 

Predicting Ventricular Arrhythmia. In this ECG Based processor will find out the 

Arrhythmia attack using Naïve Bayes Classifier algorithm with help of Filtering, PAT 

algorithm, Evaluate intervals, this design will support a best work in Wearable device of 

ECG based processor, to find out the Arrhythmia attack, and alert a persons and doctors 

in real time detection, and its having very low power and area. 

 

 Kalyana Sundaram, Marichamy, 2016 ICONSTEM, discussed about this FPGA based 

Filters for EEG Pre-Processing. In this work to filtering the signal of ECG and EMG using 

Proposed Median Filtering, and its implemented with Vertex-5 FPGA, will shown the 

good comparison results of area, power and delay. This Median filter occupies small 

area, and its moving average fast and best preprocessing one.  

 

 Dilranjan S. Wickramasuriya, Lakshitha P.Wijesinghe and Sudaraka Mallawaarachchi, 

discussed about the Seizure Prediction using Hilbert Huang Transform on Field 

Programmable Gate Array. In this work will present to find the Seizure prediction using 

EEG signal with recording intracranial EEG signals to continuous monitoring a Body Area 

Network and its predicting epileptic seizures using scalp EEG. This paper will 

implemented in FPGA and also got Less Area, Delay and Power.  

 

 Himanshu S, Markandeya and Kaushik Roy, IEEE, this persons discussed about the low 

Power System for Detection of Symptomatic Patterns in Audio Biological Signals. In this 



 

 

work will present to find the external parameters such as cough, sneeze, vomiting, etc. 

This external parameters of audio signal will received and filtering the signals using 

DWT, Mell filtering, Quasi Average, DCT and finally Detection threshold will find the 

symptomatic of the parameter and alert to the parents and doctors. This work will 

implement in FPGA, and got a good results in area, power and delay.  

 

 Valentijn De Smedt, Graduate Student Member, IEEE, Georges Gielen, this persons will 

describe for Development of an Ultralow power injection locked PSK Receiver 

Architecture, this technology of proposed PSK receiver will using injection locked 

oscillator with wireless sensor networks, which is mainly focused on low power 

application and data modulation, a novel D filp flop will detect the clock signals for 

phase step and reduced the power consumption, this paper will implement in CMOS 

technology.  

 

 Dibyajyoti Das, Abhinav Anand, Prabin Kumar Bora, Ratnajit Bhattacharjee, Department 

of Electronics and Electrical Engineering, Indian Institute of Technology Guwahati, this 

persons will discussed Cumulant Based Automatic Modulation Classification of QPSK, 

OQPSK, 8-PSK in MIMO Environment, this paper will present different modulation 

technique of PSK with automatic modulation and classification, the PSK modulation will 

present different quadrant of 4, 8, 16, and it will used on fourth order zero conjugate 

cumulant of the estimated with PSK modulation, this paper will developed FPGA 

implementation and proved the results of low power, area and delay.  

 

 Nguyen Xuan Quyen, Nguyen Tung Lam, Do Huy Duy, Nam-Phong Nguyen, Nguyen Son, 

Queen University Belfast, United Kingdom, this persons will discussed Chaos based 

spread spectrum using M-ary PSK and OFDM-MIMO method of communication, in this 

method of OFDM will have M-PSK modulation and demodulation with BER testing, this 

work will focused on combination of communication in MIMO method of PSK 

Modulation and Demodulation using OFDM technique, this work will implement on 

FPGA and hence proved the area, power and delay.  

 

 Heba M. Shehata, Ziad A.EI-Sahn, this persons will discussed on Optical Carrier Phase 

Estimation Based on 8-PSK Partitioning and Modified Viterbi-Viterbi for 32-QAM, in this 

work will present a Modulation and Demodulation technique of PSK modulation in 

wireless communication method, and the encoding and decoding technique of Viterbi 

will used. This work will shown 32-QAM and BER testing of M-PSK modulation signal 

transition, finally this work will implement in FPGA and shown the performance of BER, 

SNR level.  



 

 

 

 Divya U. Sudhakaran, B. Sundar Rajan, this persons will discussed Index Coded PSK 

Modulation for Prioritized Receivers, in this work will developed a wireless 

communication method of noisy index coding problem with using AWGN technique of 

M-PSK Modulation and Demodulation, and the decision rule will take ML Decoder with 

Reyleigh fading channel based communication, finally this paper will shown the best 

gain with high SNR, in mapping of maximum and minimum distance.  

 

 Chien-Chuan Hung, will discuss elaborate a method of DQPSK modulation and 

Demodulation for wireless network on chip based communication with compared  BPSK, 

BFSK based modulation, this work will developed 65nm CMOS technology with VHDL 

synthesized in Vertex-7 FPGA, the priority based focus of this work is Network on Chip 

with emerged in multi band of RF communication and will reduced the latency, energy 

dissipation, metal/dielectric, wired link with high bandwidth.  
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